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Will, a street-wise pit bull, has found himself living in a concrete cell with a large lovable half-wit

Husky and a Chihuahua hypochondriac. Join these three motley mutts and the rest of the colorful

cast of inmates as they try to maintain their sanity in the west wing of a sprawling animal shelter.

Whether reenacting "Saving Private Ryan" in a snowball fight, enjoying "Fun with Shock Collars

Friday" or working on their ongoing wall tunneling project, stolen directly from "Shawshank

Redemption," this dysfunctional four-legged family shows us that life in lockdown can be cruel,

harsh and usually hilarious!
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Mason Mastroianni has always been passionate about art. Born with one of those rare artistic gifts,

Mason was seldom seen without pen and paper as a child. Growing up, Mason worked to hone and

test his talent by entering and winning many local and state art competitions. Mason attended

illustration courses at the Rhode Island School of Design, then enrolled in The DAVE School (Digital

Animation and Visual Effects) in Orlando. Upon graduation, he took a position as a CG animator in

Minneapolis. Mason s work at Wet Cement Productions earned the company an Emmy award for

computer graphic animation.Â Mason s combination of raw talent and early exposure to the

cartooning world through his grandfather, Johnny Hart, made him by far the best candidate to carry

on the comic strip, B.C. Mason s younger brother, Mick Mastroianni, serves as co-writer on the new

B.C. team. Mick s writing speaks to a younger generation while Mason s style harks back to the

early days of the strip. Mason and Mick, with their combined talent and youthful exuberance, will



continue to supply you with a daily dose of laughter through the silly caveman antics of the B.C.

world.

I have to admit that I am a comic strip fanatic! I like most strips and am downright ecstatic when a

fresh new voice appears on the comic pages. All new entries (for me) deserve at least a one-time

reading. One of the newest strips is entitled "Dogs of C-Kennel" by Mick and Mason Mastroianni.

While living in the C-Kennel, these delightful characters (all dogs, of course!) really exhibit and

demonstrate many of the foibles, failures and triumphs of the human race today. The humor is both

subtle at times and raucous at others. This has rapidly developed into one of my "don't miss" strips

of today. (Unfortunately this amazing strip hasn't yet reached wide publication. I personally read it

every day at GoComics.com.) "Fresh Fish" is the name of the first compilation of strips in book form.

They date from the beginning of the strip up to this year. All the characters are introduced in the

beginning of the book which makes it very easy to check out who someone is if you have forgotten.

Humor, commentary, philosophy and the constant hope for a new owner fill this book with insight

and heart. Do yourself a favor and check out this strip and I bet you'll become as hooked as I have.

This first compilation is beautifully produced; you'll want to return and reread it many many times.

One of my highest recommendations in this field! (Just FYI, I have reacted in a similar manner to the

following strips: the now defunct Calvin and Hobbes, Zits, Fox Trot [before it went to just Sunday

publication], the relatively new Dustin, the revived Drabble, The Duplex, Crumb, and the classic

Garfield.)

Cute but not up to similar books such as "Tails don't lie". Interesting development of individual

animal characters with very cute personalities. Excellent for the waiting room in a veterinarian's

office.

Truly entertaining and good to read thru many times. Every dog owner who has read it gets many

laughs and memories

Hard to find but very good book; too short though. Looking forward to more books as this strip gains

popularity.

I only started reading the cartoon strip a few weeks ago and have enjoyed it a lot. This book has a

number of some of the funniest cartoons I have seen in a long time.



Loved this! I read the cartoon every day online and can't wait for the next book to come out!

I became a fan of this comic on Facebook. When I found out that they had a book, I just had to get

it. Good laughs from beginning to end. I recommend this book for any dog lover.

Hysterical and clever. Love, love, love this comic strip!
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